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“Can’t any of you get in touch with Yvonne? What did a lot of good-for-nothings consume to grow up?”
Jiang Fu glanced at everyone in the business and asked.

Not only the personnel, but also the family members of the Sue Family members really did not risk to
look directly at Jiang Fu right now. They decreased their heads as well as maintained silent.

Zhong Qiu had no choice but to say, “I’ll call Director Sue immediately.”

In the healthcare facility, Yvonne was peeling off an apple for Samuel. When the phone called and also
she saw Zhong Qiu’s caller ID, her initial reaction told her that something had taken place to the
business because she had not returned to the firm for many days. She really did not recognize
anything regarding the existing circumstance at all.

” Zhong Qiu, what’s wrong?” Yvonne picked up the phone after handing the apple to Samuel.

” Chairman Sue, Jiang Fu and also a team of individuals are blocking the business’s entryway as well as
they don’t desire us to go back to work,” Zhong Qiu said.

Upon listening to Jiang Fu’s name, Yvonne frowned suddenly. The old individual had actually involved
her before, and also it was due to Samuel. It did not strike her that he would directly obstruct the
firm’s entry today!

Yvonne really did not recognize the source of the issue, today she was really clear. The first time Jiang
Fu and also the others showed up in the firm, they desired Samuel to join the Go competition, since
they were all members of the Go Organization as well as hoped that Samuel would certainly make
them honored.

Currently, Samuel had actually shed the video game, so they must assume that Samuel had shamed
them, so they came to make trouble once more.

” Okay, I see. I’ll go back to the firm right away,” Yvonne said.

Hanging up the phone, Samuel asked, “What’s wrong?”

Yvonne sighed as well as claimed, “I need to authorize some records in the company.”

She did not plan to tell Samuel concerning this. Samuel was still wounded.

” After that go back and do your own job. I’m full of vitality. I can take care of myself,” Samuel stated.

Yvonne responded and also said, “What do you intend to eat for lunch? I’ll take it to you.”

” I can consume whatever I want. If you’re busy, you don’t have to come with noon,” Samuel claimed.

” All. Call me if you need anything,” Yvonne said.

After being dealt with by Yvonne for the whole night, Samuel was already pleased. After Yvonne left,
there was no sense of loss in his heart.

He really did not understand what was going on with Di Rat. The signal receiver was on Samuel at any
type of time.



In the past, Samuel took care of Yvonne as the most important thing in his life. Today, the fact that
whether Han Tianyang was still to life had actually already occupied the very same setting as Yvonne.

Yvonne was Samuel’s family member, and Han Tianyang was additionally his closest relative. Both of
them were important for Samuel. It was impossible to presume when he would get the news
concerning this matter. Samuel had no other selection yet to wait constantly.

Yvonne drove to the firm, all the employees gathered before the door. Several old men were resting
at the entryway, appearing like a male who couldn’t escape 10 thousand people alone.

Jiang Fu sat in the center, because his placement in this team of old men was the highest possible. He
was old, his vanity never lowered.

” Director Sue is below!”

” Finally, he’s right here. I wonder if Chairman Sue can think about a means to fix this problem.”

That is Jiang Fu? His position is a lot higher than Director Sue’s.

Zhong Qiu went to Yvonne at once and also said, “Director Sue, these people are below to make
trouble for no reason. Are they trying to ruin us intentionally?”

Yvonne trembled her head as well as really did not state anything. She went straight to Jiang Fu and
the others.
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